
User Guidelines 
  

  

The current version (v.1_0221) of the NCNHNL dataset supports the 
Simple Search and Advanced Search functions. 
  
You can input traditional Chinese, Romanized Manchu, or Hanyu 
Pinyin (without diacritical marks) in the “KEYWORDS” box to start 
using the Simple Search. Input is not case sensitive. 
  
If you want to use the Advanced Search function, press the 
“ADVANCED” button you will be directed to the advanced search. 
 
Main Search Page 
To search by Romanized Manchu, for example, enter “Namu” or 
“namu,” you will see all names that contain “Namu.” 
 

To search by traditional Chinese characters, for example, enter “巴

彥,” you will see all names that contain “巴彥.” 

  
To search by Hanyu Pinyin, for example, enter “bao zhu” or “Bao 
Zhu,” you will see all names that contain “Bao Zhu.” 
 

** We follow the Möllendorff-Norman transcription system to 
transliterate from the Manchu alphabet to the Latin script. To 
input special graphemes, you may copy and paste: ž, ū and š. 

  
** Please note that Hanyu Pinyin is included in the database for 
easy search and display only. It is not intended to represent the 
pronunciation of a name in its native language or how the 
rendered form sounds according to the historical Chinese 
phonology. Hanyu Pinyin is displayed character by character, 
with space in between, and the first letter capitalised in each 
character. 



 
In each box, the name as written in Manchu script is placed on the 
left. The name in Chinese characters, Hanyu Pinyin, and Romanized 
Manchu are on the right. 
 

** Please note that many names were transcribed into Manchu 
and/or Chinese in the source records so these renditions 
approximate how they would have been pronounced orally, and 
that information for each name is provided based on the 
availability of evidence so some will have more or fewer details 
than others. 

 
Clicking the arrow on the right bottom of a name box, you will be 
directed to the individual name page for more details. 
  

 



 

Individual Name Page 
On every individual name page, you will see the name in Manchu 
script on your left displayed vertically. 
 
The green box on the right indicates whether this name is a personal 
name or a collective name. A personal name is a name associated 
with an individual person. A collective name refers to names that are 
associated with groups such as clan names or surnames 
  
In the middle, the first row includes the name transcribed in Chinese 
characters and Romanized Manchu. The corresponding Hanyu 
Pinyin transcription is placed under the Chinese characters. 
  
 



 

 

Other information for names includes (but varies by name): 
  
Meaning: The linguistic labels indicate from which language the 
meaning comes. 

For example: “Namuhaijab,” name meaning: namu/nam 
(Manchu/Mongolian: ocean/quiet) and jab (Tibetan: guarding). 
“Namu” in Manchu means ocean and “Nam” in Mongolian 
means quiet. “Jab” is a suffix meaning “guarding” in Tibetan. 

  



Gender: The genders represented in this category include male, 
female, and male/female. Male/female means that this name has 
been attributed to people of both genders. 

** Please note that our gender classifications are representative 
of the historical periods covered and not intended to reflect the 
complete scope of gender identities. 

  
Communal Identity: This term refers to identities related to groups, 
including but not limited to tribes, place-based groups, proto-ethnic 
groups, and ethnic groups. 

** Please note that some results contain offensive descriptions 

such as Tartars (Dada 韃靼 or Dazi 達子). Our database team 

is aware of the pejorative meanings, but we have kept these 
descriptions in the database to reflect historical perceptions. 

** Identities such as Dawo’er 達斡爾 and Dawo’erzu 達斡爾

族, Ewenke 鄂温克 and Ewenkezu 鄂温克族 are different. The 

former is from historical source(s) indicating an ethnic group, 

while the later with zu 族 is from contemporary source(s) 

indicating an ethnic minority group (shaoshu minzu 少數民族) 

according to PRC’s Ethnic Identification Project after the 1950s. 
  
Banner and Title: 
Some names were associated with individuals who were members of 
the Eight Banners (ba qi), the principal military institution of the Qing 
dynasty. For people whose affiliation to a particular Banner unit 
and/or official titles were known, we include them here. 
  
Birth Place: 
The birthplace of the name bearer. 
 
Reference: The acronyms are the abbreviations of the source 
material titles and the numbers are the page numbers for sections 



within a given source. You can find the full citation for a source in the 
“Sources & References” section. 
  

** Please note we only display available information given by the 
original source(s) for each name. Not all data contains 
information in all the above-mentioned sections. Likewise, some 
Chinese name is missing in the original sources (“unknown” in 
the individual name box). The Chinese characters in the name 
meaning is a possible match as compared to the name in the 
original language. Moreover, there are some Mongolian names 
that have not been matched and inputted. Mongolian elements 
of the data and Mongolian input for search will be developed in 
a future version of the database. 
 

Advanced Search 
Once you click “ADVANCED,” filter boxes pop up. Currently, there 
are four: “GENDER,” “BANNER,” “TYPE,” and “COMMUNAL 
IDENTITY.” 
* More filters will be allowed in the future. 
 
No input in the search box is required if you wish to sort out all the 
names with the filters. Click a filter box, choose the category you 
want, then click search to view the results. 

For example: “Advanced” >>> “communal identity” >>> “兀者野人” 

 



 

 

  

Phrases, Signs, and Symbols 
  
"no match found" 
Meaning: 
Non-Han languages other than Manchu, mostly Mongolian script of 
the data, is currently unavailable. We will develop it in a future 
version of the database. 
Example: 

The non-Han language script of the name "巴彥蒙和" is not available. 

 
"unknown" 



Meaning: 
Information is not available in the original source. 
Example: 
The Chinese script of the name "Batumengku" is unknown. 
 
 ;  
Meaning: 
The semicolon ";" is used to separate all valid information. 
Example: 

韃靼；北虜 

 
 ?  
Meaning: 
The question mark "?" is used to indicate uncertain data. Reasons 
include but not limited to: unclear print or writing in the original 
source. 
Example: 
Akiyang? Enkiyang?  
 
 /  
Meaning: 
In the source, the slash "/" is used to separate the page number from 
the volume number. The number before "/" is volume number and 
that after "/" is page number. 
In name meaning, it is used to separate different language origins 
and meanings. 
Example: 

MSLDB 憲宗 185/7 

agdun/akdun (Daur/Manchu: elder brother/firm, strong) ->"agdun" in 
Daur means "elder brother;" "akdun" in Manchu means "firm, strong." 
 
 [ ]  
Meaning:  
The square brackets "[ ]" indicates a piece of source information is 
problematic and corrected by the data team. The original information 
is kept in "[ ]" for users’ reference. 



Example: 

阿特跟[很]格 

 



Transcription 
Standards 

We use the Möllendorff-Norman transcription system illustrated with Manchu 

alphabets and Chinese words. 
  
Read on to check out more about the Manchu transliteration system other 
than Möllendorff-Norman at "Transliterations of Manch" on Wikipedia, Jerry 
Norman's system, and Giovanni Stary's table of transliteration in his A 
Dictionary of Manchu Names (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2000) 



Transliterations of Manchu
There are several systems for transliteration of the Manchu alphabet which is used for writing the Manchu and Xibe languages. These include transliterations in Latin script and in Cyrillic script.

Transliteration in Latin script (romanization)

Transliteration in Cyrillic script (cyrillization)

Notes and references

Cited works

The romanization used in most recent western publications on Manchu is the one employed by the American sinologist Jerry Norman in his Comprehensive Manchu-English Dictionary (2013), a central reference tool in modern Manchu studies.[1]

This system, which has become the de facto modern standard in English-language publications, is the most recent incarnation of a system originally designed by the German linguist Hans Conon von der Gabelentz for his 1864 edition of the Manchu
translation of the Four Books and other Chinese classics. As he explains:

"Because Manchu possesses an alphabetic script, it was acceptable, as being without any disadvantage whatsoever, to replace the indigenous Manchu script, the use of which would have made printing much more difficult and expensive, by
our alphabet. I started out from the principle of substituting a single symbol for each Manchu letter, while avoiding the addition of diacritical marks as much as possible."[2]

With his new system, Gabelentz did away with cumbersome transliterations such as dch, tch, kh, replacing them with j, c, h. The result has been described as a "simple and convenient system".[3]

Gabelentz also used this transliteration in his Manchu-German dictionary (1864), and the system was adopted unchanged by other German manchurists such as Erich Hauer for his dictionary (1952–55), and Erich Haenisch for his grammar (1961).

In the 19th century the system was adopted, with minor changes, by the French linguist Lucien Adam in his grammar (1873), by the Belgian linguist Charles de Harlez in his handbook (1884), and by the German diplomat and linguist Paul Georg von
Möllendorff. In English-language publications, the latter is often incorrectly credited with being the inventor of the system, probably because his Manchu Grammar (1892) was the first book in English to use it. Thus Norman himself refers to "the
Möllendorff system of romanization".[4] Authors writing in French and German generally recognize Gabelentz as its creator.

The system as used by Gabelentz (1864), Möllendorff (1892) and Norman (2013) is set out below, with the older system used by Gabelentz in his grammar (1832) added for comparison. Also in the table are the Pinyin-based system designed by Hu
(1994) which is the standard in Chinese-language publications, and the input system of BabelPad. The table follows the traditional order of the Manchu alphabet.[5]

Manchu 

script

Gabelentz 

1832

Gabelentz 

1864

Möllendorff 

1892

Norman 

2013

Hu 

1994

Babel- 

Pad

ᠠ

a a a a a a

�

e e e e e e

�

i i i i i i

ᠣ

o o o o o o

ᡠ

u u u u u u

�

ô ô ū ū uu uu

�᠊ n n n n n n

�
᠊ k k k k k k

�
᠊ g g g g g g

�
᠊ kh h h h h h

�᠊ b b b b b b

�᠊ p p p p p p

�
᠊ s s s s s s

�
᠊ ch ś š š sh x

�
᠊ t t t t t t

�
᠊ d d d d d d

�᠊ l l l l l l

�᠊ m m m m m m

�
᠊ tch c c c ch c

�᠊

dch j j j zh j

�᠊

y y y y y y

�
᠊ k k k k k k

�
᠊ g g g g g g

�
᠊ kh h h h h h

�᠊

k’ k’ k‘ k’ kk kh

�᠊

g’ g’ g‘ g’ gg gh

�᠊

kh’ h’ h‘ h’ hh hh

�᠊ r r r r r r

�᠊ f f f f f f

�᠊ w w w w w w

�
᠊ ts z’ ts‘ ts c ts
�
� tse z’e ts ts cy tsy

�
᠊ ds z dz dz z dz

�
� dse ze dz dz z dz

�᠊

j ź ž ž rr z

�
� sse s̱e sy sy sy sy

�
᠊� tchhi c'i c‘y cy chy chi

�᠊� dchhi j'i jy jy zhy zhi

The standard transliteration system follows the following conventions:

The velar and uvular consonants are not differentiated: ⟨k⟩ and ⟨q⟩ are both transliterated as k, ⟨g⟩ and ⟨ɢ⟩ are both g, and ⟨x⟩ and ⟨χ⟩ are both h.

In Manchu orthography, the use of either the velars or the uvulars is largely predictable: velars before e, i, u and uvulars before a, o, ū. The standard transliteration leaves some ambiguity, as the spelling is not entirely predictable in syllable-final
position. For example teksin "straight" can be written as ⟨teksin⟩ or as ⟨teqsin⟩.

The spelling ⟨nk⟩ is transliterated as ng, for example ⟨inenkgi⟩ inenggi "day", ⟨cankqai⟩ cangkai "only, just", ⟨gunk⟩ gung "duke".

The spelling ⟨ii⟩ is transliterated as i, for example ⟨baiita⟩ baita "thing", ⟨meiihe⟩ meihe "snake", ⟨duiin⟩ duin "four".

In the standard transliteration, the spellings sh and th each represent two separate consonants, as in eshen /əsxən/ "uncle", butha /butχa/ "hunting, fishing". In Hu’s transliteration, separate s and h are written as s’h (es’hen) to avoid confusion with
sh (Norman š). Gabelentz (1864) used the transcriptions sḥ and tḥ, with a dot under the h (esḥen, butḥa).

The following transliteration (paired in the table below with the Norman system) was designed by the Russian diplomat and linguist Ivan Zakharov and used in his important Manchu dictionary (1875) and grammar (1879). He applies the following
rules:

The velar and uvular consonants are not differentiated: ⟨k⟩ and ⟨q⟩ are both transliterated as к, ⟨g⟩ and ⟨ɢ⟩ are both г, and ⟨x⟩ and ⟨χ⟩ are both х.

The velars are marked with a macron (к̄, г̄, х̄) when followed by а (a), о (o) and у (u); к̄ ⟨k⟩ is also used for the velar when it occurs in syllable-final position.

The spelling ⟨nk⟩ is transliterated as н before velars and uvulars, for example ⟨inenkgi⟩ инэнги "day", ⟨cankqai⟩ чанкай "only, just"; before other consonants, and in word-final position, ⟨nk⟩ is transliterated as нъ, for example
⟨sinknambi⟩ синънамби /siŋnambi/ "to listen", ⟨gunk⟩ гунъ /ɡuŋ/ "duke".

The back vowel [ʊ] is transliterated у after the uvulars, and ӯ after other consonants (see Table below).

Syllable-final consonants are written with the hard sign (бъ, мъ, etc.), with the exception of нь (n) which is written with the soft sign because нъ stands for /ŋ/.

The spelling ⟨-ii-⟩ is transliterated as й, for example ⟨baiita⟩ байта "thing", ⟨meiihe⟩ мэйхэ "snake", ⟨duiin⟩ дуйнь "four".
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The ⟨-i-⟩ is not transliterated in the spellings ⟨-iya-⟩, ⟨-iye-⟩, ⟨-iyo-⟩, and ⟨-iyū-⟩.

Combinations of ⟨y⟩ plus vowel are transliterated with the Cyrillic iotified vowel letters я (ya), ѣ (ye), іō (yo), ю (yu), and ю̄ (yū).

а э и о у ӯ

a e i o u ū

н- на нэ ни но ну нӯ -нь

n- na ne ni no nu nū -n

-нг- нга нгэ нги нго нг̄у нгу -нъ

-ngg- -ngga -ngge -nggi -nggo -nggu nggū -ng

-нк- нка нкэ нки нко нк̄у нку

-ngk- ngka -ngke -ngki ngko -ngku ngkū

к- к̄а кэ ки к̄о к̄у -к̄(ъ)

k- ⟨k-⟩ k’a ke ki k’o ku -k

к- ка ко ку -к(ъ)

k- ⟨q-⟩ ka ko kū -k

г- г̄а гэ ги г̄о г̄у

g- ⟨g-⟩ k’a ke ki g’o ku

г- га го гу

g- ⟨ɢ-⟩ ga go gū

х- х̄а хэ хи х̄о х̄у

h- ⟨x-⟩ h’a he hi h’o hu

х- ха хо ху

h- ⟨χ-⟩ ha ho hū

б- ба бэ би бо бу бӯ -бъ

b- ba be bi bo bu bū -b

п- па пэ пи по пу пӯ

p- pa pe pi po pu pū

с- са сэ си со су сӯ -съ

s- sa se si so su sū -s

cы

sy Pinyin si

ш- ша шэ ши шо шу шӯ

š- ša še ši šo šu šū

т- та тэ ти то ту тӯ -тъ

t- ta te ti to tu tū -t

д- да дэ ди до ду дӯ

d- da de di do du dū

л- ла лэ ли ло лу лӯ -лъ

l- la le li lo lu lū -l

м- ма мэ ми мо му мӯ -мъ

m- ma me mi mo mu mū -m

ч- ча чэ ци чо чу чӯ

c- ca ce ci co cu cū

чи

cy Pinyin chi

чж- чжа чжэ цзи чжо чжу чжӯ

j- ja je ji jo ju jū

чжи

jy Pinyin zhi

я ѣ іō ю ю̅ -й

y- (i)ya (i)ye (i)yo yu (i)yū -i

р- ра рэ ри ро ру рӯ -ръ

r- ra re ri ro ru rū -r

ф- фа фэ фи фо фу фӯ

f- fa fe fi fo fu fū

в- ва вэ

w- wa we

ц- ца цэ цо цу цӯ

ts- tsa tse tso tsu tsū

цы

ts Pinyin ci

цз- цза цзэ цзо цзу цзӯ

dz- dza dze dzo dzu dzū

цзы

dz Pinyin zi

ж- жа жэ жи жо жу жӯ

ž- ža že ži žo žu žū

1. Roth Li (2010: 16).

2. Gabelentz (1864, part 1, pp. v–vi), "Da das Mandschu eine Buchstabenschrift besitzt, so war es zulässig ohne irgend einen Nachtheil die eigenthümlichen Mandschulettern, deren Gebrauch den Druck bedeutend erschwert und
vertheuert haben würde, durch unser Alphabet zu ersetzen. Ich bin dabei von dem Grundsatz ausgegangen, jedem Mandschubuchstaben ein einziges Zeichen zu substituiren und dabei soviel als möglich die Beifügung von Strichen und
Häkchen zu vermeiden."

3. Ligeti (1952: 235) "le système simple et commode de H.C. v.d. Gabelentz".

4. Norman (2013: xii).
5. When used to write Xibe, some letters of the Manchu alphabet are written differently (Roth Li 2010: 298). These different letters are not shown in the table.
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Monica Chang
A Dictionary of Manchu Names





Manchu 

Isolated Initial Medial Final Romanization 

    a 

    e 

    i 

    o 

    u 

    
ū 

  
  

n 

  k (1) 

   — k (2) 

   — g (1) 

   — g (2) 

   — h (1) 

   — h (2) 

    b 

   — p 

    s 

   — š 

    t (1) 

   — t (2) 

   — d (1) 

   — d (2) 

 
   l 

 
   m 

 
  — c 

Monica Chang
Norman System



Isolated Initial Medial Final Romanization 

 
 

— j 

   — y 

    r 

 
  

— f (3) 

 
  

— f 

 
  

— w (3) 

 — 
  

ng 

(1) Before a, o, and ū 

(2) Before e, i, and u  

(3) Before a and e only 

 

Letters and digraphs used in foreign words (initial or isolated forms shown) 

 
kʻ (before a & o) 

 
gʻ (before a & o) 

 
hʻ (before a & o) 

 
ts (Chinese pinyin c) 

 
dz (Chinese pinyin z) 

 
ž (Chinese pinyin r) 

 
sy (Chinese pinyin si) 

 
cy (Chinese pinyin chi) 

 
jy (Chinese pinyin zhi) 

 



 

Diphthongs 

Initial Medial Final Romanization

  
ai 

  
ei 

   
ui 

   
oi 

— — 
 

ūi 

 

Attach separated case endings with a hyphen. 

 

gurun-i gisun-i   

 

Old Manchu 

Romanize Old Manchu (tongki fuka akū hergen) as if it had the added diacritics (tongki fuka 
sindaha hergen).  

Capitalization 

1. Capitalize all proper nouns (personal names, corporate names, ethnonyms, geographical 

names, names of dynasties and reigns (e.g. Abkai Wehiyehe = 乾隆 (Qianlong)). 

2. Capitalize the first word of the title of a book, periodical, or series.  



Sources 

Romanization sources: 

Norman, J. A concise Manchu-English lexicon. Seattle : University of Washington Press, c1978. 

Li, G.R. Manchu : a textbook for reading documents. Honolulu : University of Hawai’i Press, 
c2000. 

The latter source provides more detail about transcription and script structure. It also uses the 
Norman transcription system which is followed in this romanization table. 


